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NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
VORTY-NINT- II

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 5, 1912.

YEAR'

WHO GOT ENTIRE CARLOAD
OF CEMENT Rl SOCORRO

COUNTY ASKS MR. GUILFOIL

Bill rendered Dec. 31,
1911, shows cost....

MR.

8.4S
$

4.70
4.55

Overpayment
Overpayment shown above . ..$
Overpayment account previous14.75
i
ly paid
And Included In total ot 197.70
difference in statement in
cost rendered in case.
4.70
State vermis Welch

$24.00
Total overpayment
Improper Expenditures.
PharBUI, Jan. 31, 1911, Hilton
S 2.15
UNABLE TO
macy, 1 box cigars
AUDITOR REPORTS TO GOVERNOR M'OONALD THAT HE WAS
Hilton
Bill
March
31, 1911,
FIND FOUR HUNDRED SACKS WORTH 5800 -- CIGARS AND FOUNTAIN
Pharmacy, 1 fountain pen.... 4.00
PENS ARE

ADDITIONS TO MR. SWEET'S

HE

FURNITURE

SAYS.

STUBS MISSING SO LICENSES CAN

Bill Dec. 12,

r

1911,

Typewriter Co.,
fountain pen

1

Conk-lin-

g

5.00

Bill Dec. 18, 1911, Smith-Premie- r
Typewriter Co., 2 Conklin

TAFT HAS

SPRAINED ANKLE
Washington, D. C, Sept. 4. Upon
the advice of Major T. L. Rhodes, U.
S. A., his personal aide and physician,
Mr. Taft took to bis bed for a few
to remain
hours today, expecting
there until the garden party this afternoon In honor of delegates to the
applied
International congress of
chemistry. It was Bald at the White
rest
needed
House that the president
and that he was Buffering from a
lame ankle, which he Bpralned a few
days ago while playing golf.
In addition to a sprained ankle and
a sore foot, President Taft is suffering from a light attack of gout. His
comparatively long siege with little
opportunity for his usual exercise 1b
partly to blame for his condition, according to friends, It is believed that
a week of rest on the yacht Mayliow-e- r
and then Beverly will put the
president on hie feet again. President Taft declined to comment on
the election returns from Vermont.

10.00
fountain pens
r
Bill Sept. 30, 1911,
Typewriter Co., a founNOT BE CHECKED UP, HE REPORTS
tain pen
expenditures are not on hand, they
can hardly be properly termed as le
stubs are missing and no record made
CHAPTER FOUR.
of the county.
ot the dispostlon of same. From all gitimate expenses
J.
T.
ot
of
the
report
The portion
Since the Items representing these
stubs were torn out
the
de- appearances
auditor'
of
the traveling
Guilfoil,
CHILD
at random, no record being made of
partment on Socorro county with their
disposition or why they are GIRL
BURNED
which the New Mexican Is dealing toot the missing.
Sheridan, Wyo., Sept. 4. The four
ROB
day, deals with the Inability
accountan
of
absence
In
accepted
year otd son of Lieut. Wells, four
auditor to find an entire carload of
Denver, Colo., Sept. 4. Threaten teenth
for all mlsBing stubs It would, of
infantry, died early today from
cement and the payment of excessive ing
ing to shoot her if she disobeyed, a burns caused
to
this
make
be
course,
Impossible
by his jumping on an
amounts for bills rendered together
comhighwayman forced Miss Blanche ash can. The lid turned,
examination
of
the
portion
causing the
with the purchase of fountain pens,
of
this
late
last
night
Waldpin
city
and satisfactory.
In live coals.
to go through the pockets of her es- boy to alight waist deep
cigars and typewriters with countyIn plete 8uspenaea Accounts,
The boy's father is pn duty on the
warrants the aforesaid property
cort, Edward O'Neill, In one ot the
Returning herewith are original paed before his screams brought help.
several Instances being unaccounted
she
what
and
turn
money
city's
parks,
pers and invoices supporting Warrant found over to the robber.
The boy's father now Is o dirty on the
for.
No. 653, amount (818.40, issued W. D.
On the pretext of taking them to Mexican border.
As a sidelight on the regime In So1912. Atten
a
corro county during the past few Crabtree, January 4th,
station to answer a charge
tion is directed to the Item scheduled of police
LAKE IS
violating an ordinance forbidding
years, the disclosures In this portion in Baid
Invoice,
even
If
anything,
of the report are,
spooning In public parks, tbe high100 barrels
NOW
more startling than the exposures One car cement,
wayman later robbed another couple.
J400.00
(400 sacks)
Salt Lake City, Utah,
When caught the highwayman reSept. 4.
yesterday when furniture was sent to 400 sacks
40.00
fused to give bis name, saying he Under an ordinance passed today by
the home of E. Howard Sweet, then
would not disgrace his wife and three the city commission boxing contests
probate clerk, and which the auditor
1440.00
Total
of unlimited duration may be held
children.
reports, was paid for by county warYour auditor was unable to learn
Today the prisoner said 'his name In this city. The managers must
rant.
ot
material
and
of
this
A
to
'he
delivery
was
came
point
that
8a Huueer, and
certify that the contests are not prize
The auditor admits today, his In
the vendor was not able to definitely Denver recently from Oklahoma.
flgihtB and the chief of police may stop
ability to check up the receipts for
advise where same was delivered.
beHe would give no reason for per- any match when It ceaBes to be an
mercantile and liquor licenses
exhibition ot skill.
NUMEROUS STUBS ARB Your auditor was given to understand petrating the holdups.
cause
to Mr. MerMISSING
AND NO RECORD IS that same was delivered
rlweather, who Is In charge of road
MADE OF SAME.
for the good
One carload of cement, the auditor work in Socorro county,
roads commission, and upon being
reports, which contained some 400
had resacks and was valued, according to qeustioned, adviBed that he
400 sacks of cement from Mr.
Invoice at the sum of (S18.40 could ceived
for
not be located. The auditor says he Crabtree but the same was paid
was given to understand that this ce- out of funds furnished him by the
ment was turned over to Road Engi- good roads commission, and that the
neer Merrlweather, but Mr. Merri-weathe- r county of Socorro had not furnished
him with any such quantity of cegave him the rather startling
contract
price of Mr.
Information that he had paid for his ment. The
own cement out of the road fund and Merrlweather for cement furnished
barrel, as against
that he did NOT receive cement from was 75 cents perinvoice
price to SoSocorro county. Who got the cement? (1.10 gross, the
Your auditor was unThe auditor says he could not find corro county.
SOLEMN
able to satisfy himself that the ce- BIGGEST FUNERAL SERVICES EVER SEEN IN THE METROPOLIS
out.
ment Invoiced to Socorro county was
As on yesterday, this portion of the
IMMACULATE
AT
MASS
CELEBRATED
KNIGHTS
CONCEPT'flN
REQUIEM
used for the benefit of Socorro coun
report Is so plain that It needs no exty or that delivery had liuefl made ot
TO THE
MEMORY OF THEIR LATE
OF COLUMBUS PAY RESPECTS
planatory note. It consists almost same
and recommends
that unless
solely of figures, bo .arranged as to suitable
can
and
be made,
MEMBER
explanation
They are of
speak for themselves.
I
be taken to reInterest to every tax payer in the do' very shown, action
amount
Invoiced
cover
the
against
county of Socorro and ot the state at the
county. Attention is directed to
large. ThiB Is what Mr. Gailfoll the list of warrants Issued for which IMMENSE PROCESSION FOLLOWS BODY
says:
no approval Is recorded and therein
Little regard and no regularity was
noted Warrant No. 553, 2818.40
maintained In the demand for proper will be
TO THE CEMETERY THIS AFTERNOON
and the above referred to, was not formally
endorsement of warrants
manner
In
the
prescribed
approved
Statproper execution of vouchers.
many other war
ute requires that full Itemized ac- by tew, (as were
to W. D. Crabtree.)
counts be filed for all claims against rants payable
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 2. The capacity in the city vas crowded and
Accounts Overpaid,
the county. Your auditor was unable
last tribute ot respect was paid to hundreds of people stood outside
to
accounts
B.
A.
ltemlied
to find regular
March, 1911,
Remls, Justice
while the solemn Bervice proceeded.
tbe late Solomon Luna shortly after So
support all warrants Issued by the Precinct 27.
impressing was the mass, so beaulaid
was
the
4.05
body
when
Instances
In
noon
few
but
Bill
Tendered
today,
In
I
fact
county.
tiful the music accompanying, and so
cemeBarbara
In
the
8.10
Santa
died
the
to
rest
accounts
Paid
the
against
do
great the sorrow ot the people pres$ 4.05 tery. The sorrow caused by the sud- ent, that scarcely a person moved durcounty represent a sufficient account Overpayment
connot
was
Mr.
Luna
ot
In
death
den
as Is contemplated by the statutes
payment.
Duplication
ing the entire long service.
fined to his home city and home
which should be required of the proMarch, 1911, Wullle Reald.
The celebrant waB the Rev. A.
1.75
state. The president of the United
$
bate clerk before accepting them. A Bill rendereu
pastor of the Eleventh parish
3.50
States and prominent men throughout Docher,
great number of warrants and voucn-er- a Paid
and also ot the parish church at Los
1.75 the nation who have come to know
$
were not endorsed by the payee Overpayment
the Luna home for generaand honor him through years ot asso- Lunas,
but bear endorsement without quesDuplication in payment.
tions.
Assisting were Rev. P. Tomas-sin- l,
tion that of tho probate clerk or his
August, 1910, Pedro Armljo, road ciation Joined in messages of condoS. J. of the Church of San Felipe
lence to Mrs. Luna.
assistants.
Many warrants are here supervisor,
de Nerl, Old Albuquerque, as deacon
The funeral in point of attendance
Bill allowed
$ 15.00
with returned that show endorseand Rev. A. M. Mandalarl, S. J. of the
was one of the largest ever held In
26.00
mont not the bonaflde endorsement Paid
Church ot Immaculate
Conception,
was
10.00
and
impressive,
an
the city
endorsement that Overpayment
$
solemnly
of the payee, but
The music of the Imma
a
of
united
the
In
feeling
of
the
!s without doubt that
voicing
probate
January, 1911, Felix Griega.
choir
the solo
culate
and
Conception
1 21.60
clerk. The original warrants are re Bill allowed
great commonwealth in the sudden ists assisting
It were the features
ard Irreparable loss of one of Its
27.50
turned herewith and themselves are Paid
which added to the solemnity of the
Your Overpayment
$ 6.00 ablest and most useful citizens. Prac
conclusive of this statement.
service. Following the service In the
auditor attempted to verify the var
March 29, 1907, D. A. Ortega.
tically every county In the state was Immaculate
Conception church, the
ious purchases of typewriters by the Account rendered , ..$235.95
represented in the attendance at the various
escorting bodies and vehicles
funeral service, which began at 8:30
239.95
county and with this In view, re Paid
covering more than a mile proceeded
$ 4.00 this morning, was not concluded until to the
quested several typewriter Arms to Overpayment
Santa Barbara cemetery, the
D. A. Ortega.
after 1 o'clock this afternoon. The funeral
render Item I red statements of their
cortege
moving from the
floral tributes came from all parts of
accounts for Socorro county for the Account rendered , ...$259.20
church to Central avenue, down CenNew Mexico and nearby states. One
30C.70
past five years, but failed to receive Paid
tral avenue to Second street, along
$107.50 of the most touching tributes of the Second to Mountain road to the cemcomplete returns upon his requests. Overpayment
In this connection, he Is of the belief
October 1st, 1907, Pedro Contreras. service waa the presence in the line etery, where Rev. Father Mandalarl
of march to the Immaculate Concep
that If comnlete Itemized statements Account rendered
.$105.70
the last blessing as the body was
tion church, ot more than 200 men and gaev
109.00
are obtained It will be shown that at Paid
lowered to Its Inst resting place In the
and
Be'
from
women
en,
Magdalena
$ 3.24
least one typewriter was paid for by Overpayment
Luna plot. The Knights of ColumbuB
other parts of Valencia county, where
the county of Socorro that Is being
January 6th, 1908, A. Ourule.
ritual was also- read at the grave.
has
manhood
Blnce
Mr.
Luna
early
than
23.15
used for other purposes
I
county Account allowed
The active pallbearers were W. S.
to
all
the
counsellor
and
friend
counbeen
of
in
the
not
24.30
and
the possession
Paid
H. O. BurBum, George L.
I 1.15 people. It was the escort of the peo- Strlckler, Frank
ty or Its present officers.
Overpayment .
A. Hubbell, Harry F.
accom- Brooks,
who
Valencia
of
county
E.
bill
ple
Olgulnn
But one complete
January, 1908,
telephone
Lee, Neil B. Field, Sylvestre Mlrabal
at
this
remains
the
morning
1.00
Account
allowed
panied
and
was found In the files for toll
8:30 when they were removed from and Boteslo Romero. A number of
7.00
phone service, although It Is presum- Paid
the Strong. BroB. chapel on North honorary pallbearers were unable to
4,oo
.
In
a
was
filed
bill
;
Overpayment
ed that
monthly.
Second street to the home at Seventh reach Albuquerque In time for the serJuan Qarcla.
one bill that was found In the flies
street and Sliver avenue. At 9:30 vice because of delayed trains, sev0.00
79.90 charges are found that were not Account allowed , .
the funeral cortege began to form eral being delayed by washouts in
7.00
properly chargeable to the county and Paid . .'
A majority,
the Otero home and Boon filled sev- southern New Mexico.
at
1.00
E.
account
of
Overpayment
the
personal
evidently
eral b'ocks. A guard of honor of Al however, were present, while In the
Jesus Abeyta.
H. Sweet.
were assembled men who had
buquerque Lodge No. 461, B. P. O. E., church
License Issued for Which No Remit- Account allowed , .. 15.00
of which Mr. Luna was a member come from every section of the Btate
18.00
. .
tance Is Recorded In tha Office of Paid
to Join in the final tribute to Mr.
I 3.00 headed the long line, followed by a Luna.
Overpayment
the County Treasurer.
large part of the membership of AlbuS. Martinez.
Your auditor attempted to verify
Never In the history of Albuquer6.00
querque Council No. 641, Knights of
the full list of these Items, that are Account allowed .
been
ColumbuB, of which the deceased was que hag such universal mourning
6.00
Schedule '"A" and Paid
fully scheduled
Co- seen, as at the funeral of Mr. Luna toof
The
alBO
member.
a
'
Knights
1.00
I
"Al" of this report. It was not pos- Overpayment
lumbus held a Bpeclal service of the day. At the grave, many of the men
sible to get full returns upon all Items
January, 1909, E. S. Stapleton.
order in the Strong Bros, chapel Sun- who had been life long associates
18.00
rendered
,
ot
Account
the Items
but upon the showing
...I
of Mr. Luna wept like children, The
22.00
day evening, attended by the full
...
Paid
is
were
which returns
received, It
funeral cortege was the biggeBt ever
of the lodge.
membership
4.00
to
t
this
Overpayment
suppose that
only reasonable
seen here.
Fl awing the Knights of Columbus,
December 19, 1911, Fred Levitt
same condition obtains in the Items
The telegram sent by President
carL
Valencia
from
rethe
sheriff.
delegation
reasons
various
for
deputy
upon which,
Taft to Mrs. Luna wns as follows:
I 93.15
Bill rendered
county, the pallbearers, the floral car- "Mrs. Solomon Luna,
turns were not obtainable.
97.70
riage and the family.
Irregularities In Issuanoe of Licenses. Paid
Albuquerque, N. M.
$ 4.55
The cortege reached the Church of
In addition to detail lists of the Overpayment
"The sad news of the death ot my
Includes 914.75 paid previously, Immaculate Conception shortly after
licenses Issued for which no funds
are accounted for In the treasurer's (see folio 126 commlssoner's proceed- 10 o'clock and proceeded directly into good friend, your husband, has Just
' "V ings), In case State vs. Welch first. the ch'.irch, where Solemn Requiem reached me. Mrs, Taft and I extend
office.
The our deep sympathy.
celebrated.
Hfozh
Mass was
In every book of licenses (for both Bill rendered June 30th shows:
"W. H. TAFT."
church which hns the lnrgest seating
I 13.15
and liquor)
numeroui Cost
mercantile

FORCED TO
HER ESCORT

OFFICER'S
FATALLY

SALT
FIGHT TOWN

SOLOMON LUNA IS LAID
TO

REST VTH FITTING

HONORS AT ALBUQUERQUE

.......

.........

!

MEXICO CITY
IS ENDANGERED
New Orleans, La., Sept. 4. Unless
stronger measures are adopted by President Madero f Mexico, to nut down
tbe Zapatistas, the rebels "ho have
terrorized the southern part of the
for more than a year will be at
the gates ot Mexico City tn lessj than
six months, according to J. C. Long,
of Mexico, who arrived here Monday
evening from the Mexican capltol en
route to Louisville.
"The secret police of Mexico have
discovered a plot on the part of the
Zapatistas, to attack Mexico City on
September 15, which is the anniversary of Mexican independence, and
when the celebration of the year
takes place.
"A large number of arrests have
been made and It Is believed that
since their p'ans are known to the
government, nothing more will come
of It."
Cananea, Mex. Sept. 4. Rebels and
federals engaged In a battle at Bauchl
to
according
Monday atternoon,
word which was brought here by
couriers. The barracks were dynamited by the rebels and two federals
were killed and seven wounded. The
rebel loss was not stated. De Torre's
rebel band Is said to have recently
joined that of Escoboza near Nacozari
and with Emlllo Campa, both now are
on the way to tbe Ajo mountains,
east of Cananea, where it is Baid, all
the rebel forces are to concentrate.
Four hundred soldiers of the Fifth
and Twenty-seventfederal battalions, have arrived at Puerto Cltos
from Nogales.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 4. Reports
reaching here from Nacozari, Sonora,
are to the effect that the Mexican
rebels have departed from that city,
and began a westward movement. It
was reported that they had met a
troop of 100 federals Monday after
noon and were repulsed. Eleven
bridges have been burned on the Nacozari line.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 4. Mexican
rebels last night burned bridges at
several points on the Mexico Northwestern railroad south of Juarez, tie-lnup traffic and isolating the Mexican border city from the rest of Mexico.
Colonel Manzano and the fifteenth battalion of infantry were sent
this morning from Casas Grandes to
locate the rebels, and General Trucy
Aubert and his command were dispatched on a military train west from
Chihuahua on a similar mission. No
troops were sent out of Juarez.
Jaurez, Sept. 4. General Augustln
Sanjines, with an escort of fifty
Yaqul warriors, arrived here today to
confer with General Victoriano, fed
eral commander of the zone. Pres
ence of a few small bands of rebels
menacing the railway to the south
west of Juarez, will be combatted with
the 900 Indians under command of
General Sanjines who are at present
strung along the railway. The Yaquis
have proved much more efficient than
the Mexican federal troops in scouting duty and guerilla fighting. They
wear blue overalls and appear more
like farmers than soldiers.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 4. Cavalrymen were hurried from Fort Clark today to Presidio, Texas, to maintain
order among 400 Mexican refugeeB,
who fled from OJinaga when rebelB
took that town.
The Mexican consul here says he has instructed that
his people be supplied with food.
There is threatened at OJinaga a
battle that would expose Presidio to
the bullets of the combatants. A
brigade of Mexican federal cavalry
has been sent from Chihuahua to engage the OJinaga rebels.
Cananea, Mex., Sept. 4. Anxiety
for the safety of this city was relieved today when 100 cavalrymen and
500 federal militia arrived, making
the Mexican garrison here number
more than 700 well armed men.
Train service between Cananea and
Naco, Sonaro, was resumed today.
The rebels congregating In the Ajo
mountains sent word that they would
attack when their numbers were sufficiently augmented.
A request was sent to Washington
today that 500 rifles be Bent to the
Americans here.
Naco, Sonora, Mex., Sept. 4. Gen
eral Alejandro Vega, claiming to be a
icbel officer, well armed and having
plenty of money, was arrested here
yesterday and is now in Jail. Vega
claims to have been with Colonel
Campa at Villa Varde several days
ngo when that rebel leader made a
sortie 'h rough the Cananea district.
He claimed to be on a peace mission,
but Mexican officials said he was In
reality a spy.
The first train from Cananea since
last Sunday arrived today.
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HOW ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AND PACIFIC COMPANY
BEAT THE TAX GAME
FIVE

HUNDRED THOUSAND

FOR $15,000,080

'ACRES OF COAL AND TIMBER

LAND

IN TAXES IN THE GREAT

COMMUNICATION

KINGDOM

OF

TO NEW MEXICAN

How the Rocky Mountain and Pacompany and its subsidiary concerns own 520,325 of the
most valuable coal and timber land
in the kingdom of Colfax which is
bonded for J15.000.000, which is placed
in the balance sheet of their annual
but
report as worth 120,424.041.48,
which yields in taxes for 1912 the ima
of
mense sum of (290,205, is the gist
communication received by the New
Mexican from a well known resident
ot Colfax county.
The correspondent likewise, shows
how this great corporation, knows no
party lines but works always to Influence legislation and assessments
In its favor, bouncing back and forth
from one party to another so long as
it can serve its own selfish ends and
maintain possession of its gigantic
natural resources at a minimum of
cost to itself.
This Is but a brief and passing In- Bight Into one of the sorriest spec
tacles In this great new state which
makes It so difficult for the homesteader, the small property owner, the
struggling head of u family in fact
for the "common geezer as he Is
familiarly known, to live in New Mexico. It strikes to the very depth of
the school system of tbe state and in i
fact out here in New Mexico, it
brings into plain view the direct
cause that animates the people and
causes the present unrest so apparent
all over the nation where the great
maeaes are demanding a change.
There are countless things In
corporation domination that
will not bear the light of day and
this is but a mild example of what Is
going to be brought out in the king
dom of Colfax county when the search
light finally is di.cted thereon. The
should be
following commupl''.tlon
read by every tax payer and voter in
the Btate:
Raton, N. M, Sept. 2, 1912.
Editor New Mexican,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir:
Although not being acquainted with
you personally, I understand that you
are with the people for a square deal.
If this is the case, I can furnish you
with Items that will bring before the
public a good deal of interesting
facts.
We are organizing for a state wide
campaign to effect a more perfect assessment of these large corporations.
is writing you and will
Mr.
give you the idea, so it is not necessary for me to say more, but will
send you herewith some little Items.
Respectfully yours,

$290,-26- 5

COLFAX.

SETS

FORTH SOME INTERESTING

cific Railroad

BONDED

IN NEW YORK YIELDS THE MONSTER SUM OF

DATA

tons. This being worth $1.40 per ton,
the total amounts to forty billion dollars. The timber and all other minerals are easily worth five to fifteen
million dollars. When this Is added
tocther, we have a total of more than
one person could count, yet this property Is paying taxes on an assessment
of $29065.
The school funds of Colfax county
are short between six and Beven thousand dollars, which means a short
school term. The St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific company lead all
others In escaping taxes, thus unloading upon the next smaller property and so on down to the smallest
assessment.

During the past month there has
been much time spent in copying the
county records to get a knowledge of
the facts. When the assessor made
a raise on the assessment above the
assessment of 1911 the county commissioners cut it down reducing the
valuation about a million
dollars.
The assessor appealed to the state
board of equalization.
A few days later and the assessor
was called upon by a representative
of the corporation and requested to
ftrlke out the reductions made by the
commissioners and place the assess- ment of the properties back as before
the reduction.
Now Mr. John Morrow Is seeking to '
be chairman of the democratic central committee, and for what purpose.
Do you think It Is for the benefit of
the county or state? Or does he desire the place so that he can make
Influence
appointments which can
nominations and elections that will
further the advantages of these cor'When,' you give this a
porations?
careful consideration, you will have
a clei.r view ot vhe s.luatlon In Colfax county, as well as what Is planned
for the state convention. We might
further add that you may expect delegates from the coal and lumber
camps, with Mr. Berringer to assist
in the work. The publisher ot the
Raton Reporter will, of course, expect these corporations to furnish
him with the necessary subscribers,
as the masses of the people are not
boosting corporation success at the
expense of themselves. That endearing name "progressive" is not so misleading that reactionaries can use it
tc fool all the people all the time.
The Colfax county convention held
In Raton was fairly represented by
the various precincts. The committee on credentials failed to agree.
The committee, also the body of the
convention, was divided in two factions. The report was accompanied
Letter on file at this office.
by a minority report Mr. John MorASSESSMENTS AND
row was supported by some personal
IN
COLFAX.
TAXES
friends and the delegates from the
It is a fact well known that the coal and lumber camps. A heated dislarger the properties the less taxes cussion followed motions to adopt the
they pay In proportion to what the two reports, occupying the entire afsmall properties do. It would seem ternoon. They adjourned to 8 p. m.,
to be strict justice that taxes should at which time the discussion began
be paid In proportion to the benefits which warmed up to the
highest
received from the government, and pitch.
not in proportion to ability to pay or
An attempt was made to make tha
the advantages In collecting same. situation clear and save all bad feel-inThe business man or merchant or meby explaining the fact that Mr.
chanic cannot fix a price In propor- Morrow was representing the corportion to the ability of the customer to ations to the best of his ability. He
While we are seeking to raise being an attorney and making bis livpay.
revenue out of everything that we can ing by law practice, ho should not be
get our eyes on, we Bhould not permit considered as a personal enemy, but
the large properties to escape their was doing what he was doutbless
fair and equal share of the public paid to do, and doing it with well de- -'
burden. To do so and to load It upon served credit. This brought a howl
Ihe small properties is both morally from the coal camp delegates.
The
and economically
wrong and Is rpeaker made it cl'ir to the deleour
of
to
the
ruinous
development
gates that John Morrow did not rep- county, state and nation. It prevents repent the interests of the people, but
the development of opportunities and that of the corporations who paid tilm
encourages the withholding of our for his work. Another howl from
The increased the coal camp delegates, who did not
natural resources.
population during the last 20 years see that their nvn act supported
has Increased the demand for lumber the statement until too late. A vote
and coal, at least five hundred per was called and the corporations lost
cent and the corporations have taken by one vote; another vote was taken
the advantage of the situation and and as before, the corporations lost
EDDY ESTATE IS
BUYING UP BONDS. arbitrarily advanced the price to suit by one vote. John Morrow and the
themselves. These corporations close coal camp delegates grabbed their
Washington, D. C, Sept. 4. The es- their camps to all outside trade, so hats and left the room as seems to
tate of Mary Baker Kddy, late leader far as their employes are concerned. have been previously arranged. Mr.
of their Morrow had been accused of workof Christian Science church, was the compelling the patronage
highest bidder in proposals for Porto slore, at a price best suited for ing the steam roller and as he and
the corporation crew left, some one
Itlcan bonds opened at the Insular profits.
They use all possible Intrigue to tooted like a steam roller. Off to an
bureau today.
The bonds bear lour
and elections, other room they went and prepared
per cent and are part of a loan of control nominations
for improving San Juan municipal, county, state and national : credentials for the camp crew to ap(500,000
thus they influence legislation.
harbor.
pear at the state convention with Mr.
In Colfax county, the St. Louis, Morrow endorsed for chairman of the
Rocky Mountain and Pacific company state democratic central committee.
SUFFRAGETS CUT WIRES.
have 520,325 acres of coal lands bondIt Is well to remember that the reTrust com- port of the committee on credential
4.
Suffra- ed to the Metropolitan
Hartford,
Eng., Sept.
gets cut fourteen government tele- pany of New York for J15.000.000. An had not been accepted by the convenTtiot hntif Ihnt. untn.
Ha
graph wires near here a few nights average price of (28.83 per acre or at tion
ago and left a notice tacked on to a fraction of the estimated value, yet able to influence the state convention,
one of the poles
stating that the they are assessed for 1912, (290,265. Is not clear. The St. Louis, Rocky
damage was done because of the gov This same property is shown in the Mountain & Pacific knows no party
ernment's
the company's annual report for 1910, In lines. It is out for the St. Louis,
attitude
towards
suffrage movement. The offenders the balance sheet at (20,424,041.48,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific first, last
The U. S. geological survey esti and all the time. It tries to stand
have not been discovered. The inci
known
became
bll
coal
at
mates
the
deposit
thirty
only
publicly
dent
lion, eight hundred and five million
(Continued en page 4.)
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SOLOMON LUNA.
The news of the death of Solomon Luna at one of his sheep enmpa
out of Magdalena causes a gloom throughout the entire state today.
No matter how others differed with Solomon Luna In his political
Soloman
views, every one who knew the smiling, tactful,
Luna liked and respected him. He was one of the last of a' prominent and
influential family In New Mexico a line of citizens which New Mexico

A

SORRY STATE.

The results of the Socorro county Investigation are startling, and If reports are to be believed the end Is not yet as other counties are to be put under
the searchlight glare, or have been, and the disclosures will stir the state to
Its

foundations.

CONSERVATION
CONGRESS WILL
TALK OF FOOD

The ease with which (he barefaced peculations have been carried on for
years, without molestation from the leaders of the old guard proves, on their
unrt, eltber criminal negligence; Indolent disregard; or dortmuit acquiescence.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 3, With
many experts like Dr. Harvey W.
Wiley, Washington, D. C present to
It la wilhout excuse and demands punishment from an outraged people lead the discussion it is
expected that
could Illy spare.
whose money has been recklessly and knowingly used to purchase personal some
definite action will be taken by
Charitable to a degree that few people knew except those to whose aid conveniences and comforts.
the fourth national conservation con"Favoritism and preferement In the handling of county finance and busi
he came In time of trouble, Solomon Luna had a personal following lu
In Socorro county, according to the gress here, Oct. 1 to 4, Inclusive, on
assumed
have
greater
proportions
ness,"
MEXICANO.
NUEVO
EL
the question of increasing the span
New Mexico who loved him for what he was and for what he had done.
findings of the expert accountant "than in any county, and as is usually the of human life, As
chairman of the
Lamer Circulation Than Any Other Spanleh Paper In Unhed States, $2.50
Big of heart, big of mind. Solomon Luns was the natural leader of en bo this preferment has been given to those whose position and standing,
a Year.
committee on food of the congress,
of the state. His traglo death comes to them if not their knowledge of right, Bhould have been such that they would be the Dr.
the Spanish-speakinpeople
President
be
In
a position to
Wiley will
BRON&ON CUTTING
over their less fortunate fellow tax
terrible calnmity, although the entire state suffers the Iosb of one of hist to decline preferred advantage
Editor
give the public not only the benefit
j. WIGHT GIDDING8
taxpayers."
In New Mexico as
Editor
known
Associate
is
Solomon
In
Luna
In
death.
BROGAN
of
his
men
hU
Its
F.
his past efforts
biggest
experience
WILLIAM
The unaccountable disappearance of a car of cement Is one of the myste
General Manager the
to Improve the good standards In
CHARLES M. 8TAUFFER
only man who positively refused a United States seiiatorship when It rlous features of the Socorro case, and discloses the boldness of the opera
Hons and the limits to which the actors in the stramje and fantastic drama the United States but to make well
was offered to him practically by both parties.
defined recommendations on the subEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Ft Postofflce.
proceeded, evidently lulled Into security by failure of discovery.
The New Mexican loins with the people of this state in grief at bis
i
ject.
New Mexico has a lesson.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
death and In tribute to bis memory.
cHher medical experts that will
Will the people heed it and will they profit by It?
$1.26
mall
IS.OODally,
mall
by
per
quarter,
0- Dally, per year, by
Will they retain the old guard In power in the light of these disclosures participate In the big meeting are Dr.
$1.60
carrier..
mall
by
per
$2.50Dally,
quarter,
W. J. McKee, Washington, D. C, Dr.
Dally, six months, by
or,
SCHOOL AND LIFE.
W. A. Evans, Chicago, Dr. C. E, Bes-se- y,
Will they demand a new deal?
2.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
Th records of a Russian university show mat Leo toisioi as a siuucm
Lincoln, Neb., and Dr. "W. T.
The way is open for a change in the method of conducting our public
60
Weekly, per quarter
was very dull and lacking In application. The placing of this record In the business, and for tbe election to office of officials who will give the people of Hornaday, New York City. The conen-- 1
would
that
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it
was
Moscow
the
at
ground
exhibition
opposed
pedagogic
g quare deali
gress also expects to receive acceptOFFICIAL PAPER OF 8 A NT A FE COUNTY.
couraae i) nulls to indolence.
ances within the next few days to
It is the pledge of the progressive party to do this.
The fact Is not so very unusual as pedagogues would have us think. U.
Mexico
at
the
election?
of
do
November
New
the
will
Invitations that have been extended
What
people
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to S. Grant barely passed his WeBt Point examination; Daniel Webster was at
0
to more than 200 of the foremost medcirculation
and
of
a
and
all
wits
growing
in
orators
of
has
and
nh
one
the
nf
fnot
the greatest
his class! Sheridan,
large
very postofflce
Territory,
ical men in the United States and
HOBBIES.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
time, was a dunce in school.
Europe. Indications also point to a
to
no
It
What becomes of the brilliant men of the schools and colleges the
a
eats
uses
ride
Is
no oats,
The cheapest thing
ga
hobby. It
up
large attendance from several of the
studious fellows who always stood at the heads of their classes and promised soline, and It calls for no ticket. And it is safest.
South American republics.
most masterful achievement when they should get a whack at life?
There i sno objection to the riding of a hobby, so long as it is not ridden
Experts are agreed that the probTheir brilliancy over people's rights.
As a rule, we don't hear much about them afterwards.
lem of conserving natural resources
seems to have gone off like a skyrocket In the commencement thesis and only
Many have a mania for talking of their ailments. One question about is only one part of the larger proba stick lands silently somewhere on the earth to tell that they have ever been. their health will tilt over on you the great reservoir of their complaints.
lems of conserving national efficiency.
THE STANDPATTERS.
I's queer. But It B so.
Some have turned Into temperance monomaniacs.
Tbey have dwelt upon
other part relates to the vitality
TJnther Droud of it, too? remaps
.nil . cimd.nii.r ,m vnn
When two or three school or college mates get together, ten, fifteen or the one evil until others are submerged, forgetful of the fact that the only The
Stand
the
of our population. The two parts are
record of
you don't know the company you are in as shown by the
years after graduation, and review the progress made by the various decent thing about thousands of men is that they do no drink, and that they
twenty
closely interwoven.
to experience surprise at the fantastic mlgnt do tnat i tney were not to0 8tingy.
patters, beginning back a few thousand years, well, nere u is.
were members of their class, they are sure
Protection against mining accident3.
blessed
men
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mater
some
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Who would not harken to Noah, a preacher of righteousness, and
of
fathe
hlB
the
world
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forest fires, floods, or pollution of
all drowned in the flood? The Standpatters.
with her richest gifts. on
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with
weather.
the
are
cold,
the
teeth
mlly's
bracing
chattering
streams prevents not only loss of
Who refused to let the children of Israel go up out of the land of lypt.
The qualities that promise so brilliantly in school are not always the qua
Witticism is the hobby of another. Admirable 1b the power to amuse. We
The pre
The Standpatters.
lities that count most In the world. The "dig" who crammed constantly and cannot always have the corners of our mouths drawn down. Neither can we property but loss of life.
Who had Daniel cast into the lions den? The Standpatters.
an overstocked lumber yard Beldom is the man who rises always tiave the corners of our mouths drawn up. We want information, vention of disease, on the other hand,
brain
his
made
poor
increases economic productivity.
Who rejected the teachings of Jesus when "the common people heard in scual life.
v.
facts, realities, as well as fun. Theodore Hook and Charles Lamb grinned
So far as vital and physical asset J
him gladly?" Tbe Standpatters.
It Is very queer. But thus it runs. How vast and irreconcilable is the themselves Into melancholy. Crows are apt to be hypochondriacs.
revolved.
earning power can be
Who compelled Galileo to recant his declaration that the earth
difference between school and life!
Harsh criticism Is the main mood of some. They spend their lives in as measured by vital
assets are thre,i
The Standpatters.
0
for something to chew up goats browsing on morning glories. He compared, the
hunting
The
world?
a
new
discovered
had
to five times the physical. Facts
Who put Columbus in prison alter he
who, finding within him powers of satire, gives himself up to that, might as
Is
as
show that there
A LITTLE JOKER.
great room for
well be a wasp stinging the bare feet of children.
Standpatters.
still insisted that it
resources
Who, after the globe had been circumnavigated,
What Is now called, "an Innocent and inoffensive amendment incorporat
Pride of ancestry Is with others the chief mania. They go through life improvement of our vital
as in our landa, waters, minerals and
waB fiat? The Standpatters.
ed in an appropriation bill," put the lid on the distribution of Sunday mail with their faces turned backward.
had
because
he
Adam
feel
for
sorry
They
StandWho believed it was right to hang persons for witchcraft? The
i
in first and second class postoffices.
no grandfather.
We all get tired and wish their precious ancestors had been forests. ThlB Improvement is possible in respect both to the length of
The explanation made by the statesmen who assented to this drastic mea childless.
the
durWho decried the introduction of the sewing machine, the cotton gin,
sure Is that it slipped through by mistake and that those voting for it were
All our faculties were made for use. He who Is always on one theme can life and to freedom from disease
and other labor saving inventions? Tne btanapauers.
ing life.
upon. It may come under (he head of a congressional Joker, Dut not give full play to Judgment, imagination, fancy, reason, wit and feeling.
Imposed
The
of
abolition
slavery?
to common impression
Who. north as well as south, opposed the
the patrons of the postoffices throughout the country will not be found hold
Contrary
all the parts carried, treble, alto, tenor
We want harmony of Intellect
humorous amendment and baBS, accompanied by full orchestra, violin, 'cello, cornet, drum, flute and there is no iron law of mortality. Reing their Sides with laughter at the excruciatingly
Standpatters.
The
Standpatters,
time?
standard
of
'
'
Who objected to the adoption
cent Btatlstics for India show that
which was Incorporated in the bill.
cymbals.
at
th. hnitdine of the Panama canal? The Standpatters.
There has been a suspicion for some time past that our statesmen
He who goes through life using one faculty to extreme on one foot. Instead the average duration of life there is
the
of
interest
In
people?
tbe
all
legislation
now
the
facl of taking the strong, smooth gait of the healthy walker.
and then
Who have continually fought
years. In Sweless than twenty-fiv- e
Washington did not know what they were doing, but
The Standpatters.
is forced upon the people with peculiar force as in the case of the adoption,
den it Is more than fifty years and
0
The
Who have always believed that a public trust meant private graft?
of an "Innocent and inoffensive" amendment which has a
all
in the state of Massachusetts more
forty-fiv- e
far reaching effect with resultant inconvenience, and disorganization of in THAT LAND TAX.
years. The length of
than
in
the
heed
to
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for
you
time
Are you still a Standpatter? If you are. it
Now that the land tax question Is called prominently to the attention oi life Is increasing wherever sanitary
terests in the business world. It is not noticeable however, that anything
be
and
ye separate.
in science and preventive medicine are
the neoDle through discussion being enrried on in Oregon, the
that touches the big interests unfavorably, ever slips through congress as
junction, "Come ye out from among them
0
terests" are arguing against the reform tax idea on the ground that It is but applied. In India it is stationary. In
Joker, or any other way. That seems to be invariably detected In time.
.
not
There Is little wonder that there is unrest throughout the whole country
theory, a dream, and that being What they call a single tax, it "will
Europe it has doubled in three and a
THF r ANf. TAX.
a change, Little is tbe wonder that the peo- - work": that it will destroy all good interests In any community. ThlB so-chalf centuries. The rate of increase
land tax and an insistent demand for
a
to
have
there
propose
in
The
in
many
waked
people
several
up.
led "single tax, or land tax has been, for
operation
years
Oregon has
and eighpie are calling for a square deal.
during the seventeenth
The movement Is gaining a steady and powerful headway which will communities in western Canada, and it is significant that no community tnat teenth centuries was about four years
that has an element of equity in it.
ex
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the public to-- bear sweep
0In the face, and letting inactivity and idleness per
cess value the public puts In these lands is given back tomore
striking Industry andienergy
the nineteenth century about nlno
essential, that
)
go scott free.
the common load. And Oregon also believes it eventhe manufacturer
and WHAT WE OWE TAFT.
years per century, during the latter
.v- iini,, the worker for his Improvements, and
In that Canadian empire from Wlnnepeg to Victoria, if the citizens were
half of the eighteenth century about
A very fine lawyer, a gentleman who has recently been mentioned in asked, would they return to the old system, the emphatic
and unanimous
business man for his Industry, and make the land hog, the absentee monopo
seventeen years per century, and In
muu iu uu
connection with the Ohio governorship writes us:
answer would be, "No."
list, tthe railroad with 800,000 acres ol stolen uregon
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Here in New Mexico the crying need is for
equitable readjustment
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do
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tax
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the
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to
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Judges
sure
government
lawyers
what
turning
folly
our tax Bchemes,
people
That's
Oregon
years
opment, about twenty-Beve- n
than anything else which has happened in a generation."
Acres of land grants that stretch Into miles, owned by wealthy holders
TbeVlg interests and the men of big wealth laid their fortune on this
From evil cometh good, often, very often. We get those delicious "lady and corporations go year after year without having levied upon tbem one cent per century. The only comparative
statistics in the United States ar?
'"
fingers" cakes from ancient eggs, and from Bill Taft we get a tremendous of tax, or if taxed at all, the rate is so small as to be unwortny ol even men in Massachusetts where life is
land tiling, and have, so far, won out. Tney toon it woen u
length...
th never nafd anv taxes worth mentioning, if indeed, demonstration of just exactly the sort of man not to make president. We tionat the rate of about fourteen
.. -- ii whit .'he mile workers, the home builders, are the fellows who sure owe it to Bill to say that In this respect he has done the country a ser
land holdings are unconsidered, the small farmer and ranch ening
these
While
or half the rate iu
it comfortable and vice unequalled by predecessors in particular or collectively,
man Is taxed for his land and again on his improvements; the man who is years per century,
bear the burden. Our beneficent taxation system makes
on his little house, his
But our government Is pretty largely a government by courts, now, ana to strUggH.ng to live and having but small possessions, is taxed until he staggers Germany.
easy for the every day chap by taxing him heavily cement walks he has to
Why the United States should not
follow logically our Ohio correspondent, it is a bad thing to put lawyers on under the load, but is offered no relief from a division of taxes, with those
Jew household goods, his installment piano, even the
u emmake as great progress as the coun
an tne time me m.m giauu.
tbe bench.
land hogs who are far better able to pay.
mortgage bis home to pay for, while
unon
tax
scant
the Rhine Is a question that
his
with
This is Bound
Bad government by lawyers, good government by laymen.
Let New Mexico follow Oregon's lead. Let tbe land pay Its share; let the try along
ulator, who gets all the unearned profltB, escapes
will be given very careful considers- iw.
armiment. rational deduction. And we we may eventually get around to big land grant owners take a share of the load,
loans Tf ia nhnut lime Iew mexitu un.c
as fierce as those in curing some of our governmental Ills by Buch a substitution, not with con
tion
0
state In tbe Union has land conditions that are quitewell
cared for. It s sent of the lawyer, Obioan or otherwise, however.
been so
New Mexico and nowhere has the land hog
In our state, there is
.
I HAUE GOME TO HELP.
,.. 1.1mu,
ne ota Investieating
$80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage
0
Time lo
yej.
method of their
so spoue xneoaore ttoose- Earners.
I have read your book, I have come to hep.
a wide open chance for a probe into our land grants, tbe
Dr. Sadler estimates that about
velt to Jacob Riis. when the former was police commissioner In New York.
THEV CAN WIN.
they are held.
being seized and the manner in which
. -- 0
The book referred to was that strong and startling story of "How the Other $80,000,000.00 in wages is lost annualThe advancement of the progressive cause in the east Is simply
is Half Lives." which ought to be read by every person who can read. Tbe hu- ly to the American people as a direct
until a day or so founding. New England the rock bound stronghold of the big interests
We are led to wonder Just why President Taft waited
For the maDi touching remark of Roosevelt was, like a man who offers his serviceB result of colds. Lost time means lost
soil. Was breaking away from the environments and seeking a new alliance.
after congress adjourned to send the U. S. troops on Nlcaraguan
refuse to first time in our political history a national party has made social and In for enlistment for the war, because he believed in the cause and waB willing wages and doctoring expensive. Use
would
government"
in
his
"representative
he afraid the legislators
to seal with dustrial Justice a part of its political creed. An especial appeal is made In to fight for it
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
stand by him as they did in those measures which he attempted
and will he the party platform for the welfare and happiness of the American people.
"I have come to help." It Is the same Roosevelt today. He has seen tne promptly. It will stop the cough, and
his veto' Does he want to be considered a sort of war president,
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so earnestly in his speech of acceptance,
of trouble.
Roosevelt. It is the fact that the same condition exists in otner industrial
I have come to help." It sounds like a call that means rescue to a man
the people, seems to be giving his excellency a good deal
0
centers, and from present indications, every eastern state will go for Roose who is drowning; like a word of comfort where some home has been entered
of velt, with the execeptlon of Nelson N. Aldricb s borough, called Rhode Island. by death, and sorrow is overwhelming; like a voice to one who is in danger
a
It must be a "sweet" thing to be able to get a Morris chair and not lot
even With the members of the progressive party standing loyal and voting for Lnd hope na8 Deen all but abandoned; like an offer of release to one who has
THINGS
truck for a Christmas present, delivered December 24, at no cost,
cost their own candidate, Roosevelt can be elected,
been Imprisoned unjustly.
the freight. If it had been generally known that Christmas presents "I 'have come to help." It Is today, an offer to all the people of tills na
.euu
Washington, D. C, 6ept, 8. State- nothing in Socorro county, all mat wiae sireicn ui urnu,,.
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Gilbert has been the guest of Mrs. L. quaint and ancient city. Mr. Mack teachers In
Charles C. Catron, Albert Clancy
custom.
the Allison and Mary an auto for the San Cristobal ruins.
Lowitski for the past few weeks and was returning from the snake dance James school also tendered a
Mrs. X. B. Laughlln returned last
to return this and A. T. Koch have returned from a
recep- - They are expected
will probably remain In Santa Fe for In Arizona, where he was a member
evening from the Hop! country where
fishing trip up Santa Fe canon and reflon to the visiting teachers Thura- - evening or tomorrow.
soma time.
Mrs. Lowitski had two of Senator Lorenzo HuiOle's camping
she and the Misses Laughlln attend CAMP RETURNS.
The Rev. Jacob Le Rue, of Prlnce- - port a catch of 70 Inhabitants of the
evening.
day
ed the famous snake dance of the
The Campers who attended the last tables of five hundred. Her and her party.
'ton Theological Seminary, who has icy mountain stream.
Mra. Llneau'a retention
a
a
Former Governor M. A. Otero, naHopi Indian tribe. Miss Ruth (Nan two weeks of the Summer school of guests enjoyed the Informal afternoon
of the prettiest and most en- - heen In Santa Fe this summer, sup- One
O'N'eil) and Miss Heien, are expected Archaeology at the Rito de los Frljo-le- s very much.
son and Joyable affairs of the summer was the P'ying the First Presbyterian church tional committeeman of the progresMrs. Teresa White and
home this evening. The young ladles
returned Wednesday evening and
daughter arrived yesterday from Sil- reception given by Mr. and Mrs. Peter during the absence of the pastor, will sive republican party, Is expected
home this evening from Albuqueruui
stopped over in Gallup where they report a very happy and successful
ver City and will make their home in M. A. Llneau
Friday evening, In honor leave tomorrow for his home In New
FOR
TINY
TADS.
were wayiald by friends to take part camping trip. There were fifty or
Santa Fe at MrB. Summers' residence of Mrs. Perrenot, of El Paso. The Jersey. He will return to Princeton where he attended the funeral of SolThe
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rush
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more
the
at
Rito and they
omon Luna,
in a round of social festivities.
people
on Don Gaspar avenue. Mrs. White house was
artistically decorated in September 20.
the camp life Immensely. Dur- fast and furious for the "small fry" has
Miss May Kelly and Miss Helen
Associate Supreme Judge R. H.
State Senator B. F. Pankey arrived
recently been appointed state su- pink sweet peas and pink roses and
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there
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and
day
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a
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day for brief stay
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Fe.
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commlttee- - enter Kansas University, and Miss
Llneau. Mrs. Perrenot. Mr A. B. Ren- - Solomon Luna, national
were some parMike's Lozler, bound for Trinidad, around the camp Are. Dr. Lummls and there certainly
Mm. man of the republican
party. Mr. Hall will visit friends In Kansas.
Carrol and
Mrs. Mitchell
sons, ehan and Mlaa Edith Perrenot.
ties. Frilly white dresses and big blue
Colorado, where they expect to re sang many quaint old fashioned
Misses Anita, May, Consuelo and
was very busy last week looksongs that had a yard and a half of and pink bows, Buster Brown collars Charles and Randolf, left Friday Perrenot and her daughter are Dlan- Pankey
main for about a week.
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Grover Abbott, an employe In the
querque last night, having attended
Cuba and Bernalillo,
auditors department of the El Paso & sing than the last. Spanish songs were donned, Monday afternoon, Wed- they will Join Dr. Carrol. Mrs. Car- for the winter and will be heartily George Lougee, the new principal of the funeral of Solomon Luna yestermuch
circles.
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Santa
afternoon
social
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Fe
Santa
afterwith
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in
Fe
even
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were
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pleased
songs
sung also,
Northeastern railroad at El Paso.
day
They were accompaChe stories that were told would make noon and the youngest set grew posiand her many friends here will be
Assisting Mrs. Llneau were Mrs. the Santa Fe hign school, has arrived nied morning.
Texas, formerly of Santa Fe, Is visby Luna Bergere
and Miguel
at the
A. F. Walter and Mrs. Charles in the city and was present
much
Joke-smit- h
reblase
with
to
learn
Paul
Home
even
the
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Ladles
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tively
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Intends
Journal
glad
that
iting friends in this city. He leaves
Mr. Otero.
M. Stauffer, who ushered the guests opening of Bchool this morning.
turn for the summer school next
groan because he had not pubIn a day or two for Bland in the
Wilson Mills, son of former GoverThere were two parties Monday af
Lougee comes from Maine, but has
into the dining room.
Cochiti district, where be will over- lished them. Those songs around
nor and Mrs. William J. Mills, of Las
the camp fire are never to be for- ternoon to start the week well. One
The dining room was beautiful in lived some time In the west, having
see assessment work on his claims.
and well known ln Santa Fe,
gotten and will always bring plea- was given by Francis Andrews to ce
Hon. Frank Springer, member of Its decoration of pink Bweet peas and uen principal ot the high school at Vegas,
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sant memories of the "Jolly 8. A. A." lebrate her eighth birthday. Twenty the board of regents for the museum, roses and the table was a delight to Canon City, Colo., before coming here. is expected back from Europe ln a
HT. P. Gable left last night o na buschildren assembled on the lawn In left for his home In Las Vegas Frl- - the eye In its dainty appointments.
Asftennurst, a prominent real few days. He will return to Ann Arbor, Michigan, to complete his law
iness trip to Colfax county.
front of the Andrews home and sev- day
Mrs. Springer and Serving at the table were Mrs. Jacob estate man of Colorado, was a caller course.
morning.
Ira L. Pennington of Clayton Is In PRIZES FOR GARDENS
eral older people stopped to see the
omce or mate engineer
daughters, Laura, Ada and Eva, are Chavez. Mrs. Max Frost and Mra. Car- - today at tne
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he Is
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k
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Writs for our free
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sent free. Price 75 dren and the civic committee was one
Testimonials
John Zook Is back from a few days' book for expect- Farmers are hard at work, down
big piece of cake, and then anFoley Kidney Pills are
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug more than pleased with the results of other plate of ice cream and another in the vicinity of Las
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aif raanra-lnn
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ant
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No. 14, April 1, 1910, Baca & Gordo,
1101.00.
No. lfi, April 1, 1910, Jesus Garclo,
1101.00.
No. 25, May 12, 1910, Tobacbl & To
peera, $101.00.
CHAPTER FOUR.
No. 30, July 2, 1910, J. H. McGee,
Today's portion of the Guilfoll report $101.00.
1
is a continuation of the section pun-jj0, 46, Sept. 13, 1910, Mogollon
lished yesterday and to which ret-- 1 Merc. Co., 1101.00. See item1 G. K

MORE ABOUT THE
REPORTS ON SOCORRO COUNTY AFFAIRS

publication the unpaid and delinquent
wuii.u iuuuiu
iuxen ui ivu. Du.ijui
have been regularly published at the
time publication of other delinquent.
"It is quite
tuxes were reflected.
singular to note this apparent oversight."
SCHEDULE "B."
Warrants issued, for which no ap- provnl is recorded:
No. 20, C. H. & J., Bank of Magda- lena, $2,000. Apply on note.
No. 27, C. H. & J., W. H. Pearson,
$102.50. Material.
No. 33, C. H. & J, W, D. Crabtree,
Material.
$10.70.
No. 49, C. H. & J., Bank of Magda- lcna, $1,000. Apply on note.
No. 64, C. H. & J., Socorro El. Co.,
$200.
On account
No. 85, C. H. & J., J. E. Smith,
Insurance.
$274.
No, 94, C. H. & J., J. E. Smith,
$450.
Insurance,
No. 95, C, H. & J., S. S. Torres.
Material.
$112.

Delivering ballot boxes.
no, a.j, uenerai, r. a
fii.i COUNTY PROGRESSIVE
Delivering ballot boxes.
CONVENTION
No. 276, Uenerai, W. Rauill, $3.50.
Fees.
No. 277, General, E. Zimmerley,
Pursuant to a call of the State
$0.80.
Fees.
Progn-suivExecutive Committee, on
No. 285,
General, E, Zaromello, the 121b.
duy of August, 1912, for a
$200.
Balance on saary.
State Progressive Convention to oe
No. 293, General, E. H. Sweet, $461
neid in the city of Albuquerque on I
urence wag made at that time, it Sunchea.
Salary, etc.
the 10th day f September next, tO
shows the lists of licenses which the
No. 94, July 3, 1911, J. Bronchi.
(No amount shown.)
numinaio a candidate for Represenauthor's report declares were presum- $101.00.
No. 810, General, Bancroft-Whitnetative In Congress and three presifunds never
ably paid but which
Co., $100.
of
Total, $1,812.00.
Books,
etc.,
Judge's
electors.
dential
HE
DECLARES THAT STANDARD OIL reached the office ot the
No. 340, General, E. H. Sweet, $473.
ADJUSTMENT ACCOUNT.
COLLIER
county treas
DECLARES THE
Notice is hereby given that a Coun COLONEL
It is
urer.
connection
In
Rent
herewith,
of
court
folio
received
130, $373.)
quarters,
(Allowed
AND OTHER BIG INTERESTS EN
ty Convention of t)he Progressive
DIEGO EXPOSITION
AT
SAN
SITE
well to remember that the
auditor from the V. S. government, $800.00,
No. 352,
A.
$14.
General,
Lopez,
Party of the County of Santa Fe will
GINEERED OVERTHROW OF DIAZ found the books ot the treasurer to Warrants determine liability.
Delivering ballot boxes.
be held in the city of Santa Fe, at
HE
HAD PERSONALLY
IS ONE
be honestly, ably and efficiently kept
ACCOUNTS OF J. E. TORRES.
No. 214, General, D. Farr, $112. Delgado Hall, un the 7th of
SeptemAND PLACED MADERO IN POWER and that there was no evidence
of
1909 deficit.
to
Overpayment, 1911, salary, $107.89.
choose sixteen delegates
SELECTED
ber, 1912,
crooked or Illegal work In the office A. B. BACA ADJUSTMENT AC
No. 216, General, E. Ortego, $321.72. to attend said Stitte
Progressive Con
TO GRAB COUNTRY
of the treasurer,
That portion of tli'i
1909 deficit.
vention, and the bevernl precincts in
COUNT.
"New Mexico has the best site at
report dealing with the treasurer's P. N. Yunker item
No. 239, General, C. Lamp, , $S5 tills county, under tuid call, are en
$40LOO
Constable fees.
titled to the following number of de- the San Diego exposition the site I
"El Paso Is going to get one of the office will be published soon. The E. D. Mcintosh Item . .
10.59
auNo. 247, General, Wm. Taylor, $25, legates In said county convention:
myself picked out months ago and
A. Winkler Item
big military posts of the country," handling of these licenses, the
10:50
and I
held tor the Sunshine state
No. 1, Pojoaque, two delegates.
Constable fees.
said Senator A. B. Pal!, of New Mex- ditor states, Is dore by the oounty
am sure New Mexico will derive unNo. 2, Tesuque, two delegatus.
No. 248, General, E. Hunter,
$25.
ico yesterday as he sat in hla room clerk and his assistants and the
Total
No. 125, C. H, & J., Crown Mill Co ,
$422.00
told benefits from Its exhibits during
Nq. 8, Santa Fe, ten delegates.
Constable fees.
at the Sheldon, says the El Paso funds so derived, should ba turned G. E. SANCHEZ ADJUSTMENT
AC $19.40. Coal.
the entire year of 1915."
No. 4, Santa Fe, ten delegates.
over to the county treasurei.
The reNo. 252, General, Crane & Co., $S4.
Times.
No. 126, C. H. & J., Z. V. Gibbons,
COUNT.
So said David Charles Collier, presNo. 5, Agua Frla, two delegates.
Constable fees.
"There Is no law," continued the port says:
$105.
Warrant No. 127
cesspool.
Cleaning
28.95
...$
No. 6, Cienega,' two delegates.
ident of the San Diego exposition,
SCHEDULE "A."
No. 256, General, J. E. Torres, $39.
No. 127, C. H. & J., G. E. Sanchez,
senator, "providing for a larger miliWarrant No. 95
133.00
No. 7, Cerrlllos, three delegates.
and known throughout the land as
no rec
Mercantile licenses Issued
Stamps.
tary post at El Paso. It Is a matter
CoaL
Warrant No. 87
111.72 $38.96.
No. 8, Gallsteo, one delegate.
the "man who put San Diego on the
No. 260, General, E. H. Sweet, $54
left to the Judgment of General Wood, ord of remittance to treasurer, cover- Error
No. 128, C. H. & J., Bank of Magda- account renextending
No. 9, San lldefonso, two delegates. map." Colonel Collier arrived in the
chief of staff of the army, and be ing same.
Salary, etc.
lena, $375. Apply on note.
dered
60.00
No.
two
10, Stanley,
delegates.
city yesterday and expects to spend a
No. 43B
May 5, 1911, E. M. Par- - Adolfo
told me that there should be a large
(See comments In report on this No. 223, General, L. P. Gilford, $85.
Torres Item
201.00
No. 11, Golden, four delegates.
week or ten days here. As many of
No.
Item
See
11.
Paso
El
hram,
that
(5.00.
at
the
and
Emissary.
poBt
military
Merc. Co
101.00 Item.)
No. 12, Lamy, four delegates.
his friends greeted blm on the street
No. 429, May 5, 1911, E. D. Mcin Mogollon
No. 421, Road,
E. 'Baca, $49.00,
little posts created over the country
No. 129, C. H. & J., J. P. Chase,
No. 13, Glorleta, two delegates.
today he was asked about the expo
Labor.
on account of the old Indian troubles tosh, 110.00. See Item No. 11.
Insurance.
Total
No. 14, Chlmayo, two delegates.
$645.67 $7.30.
sition that San Diego Is building now,
No. 428, May 6, 1911, Lee Baldwin,
No. 444, Road, Bank ot Magdalena,
and Immediately
C.
following the war
H.
No.
&
J
M. Baca, adjustment
130,
Eugene Dltzer,
No. 15, Santa Cruz, six delegates.
account, $75.
"We are working hard on this great
$70.34. Interest.
between the states should be abolish- (5.00. See Item No. 11.
No. 16, Upper Santa Cruz, six dele project," he said to a representative
H. 8WEET
ADJUSTMENT AC $83.45. Supplies.
No. 477 Road, Rio Grande Sup. co.,
No. 222. Oct. 11, 1909, A. R. Cor E.
ed because there Is no reason for their
(Note
endorsement.)
gates.
of the New Mexican, "and we expect
COUNT.
Lumber.
continuance.
dova, $5.00.
Nn. 138. C. H. A J . W. D. Crab- - $279.02.
No. 17, Santa Fe, eight delegates.
No. 1
to have all the buildings finished by
$ 24.20
. u.
No 22o, Oct. 22, 1909, March Vail Item
ot.
.
"General Wood believes In concen
1254.
tree.
Labor
material.
and
n0a.
No.
Santa
18,
Fe, nine delegates.
Item No. 2,
75.00
January 1, 1914, In order to give the
C. H. & J., O. E. Sanchez, , unioer.
No.
trating the standing army at a few ine, $5.00.
No.
151,
four
19,
Madrid,
delegates.
No. 3
landscape gardenera an entire year t'l
70.00
No. 483, Road, W. H. Andrews, $150.
No. 227, Nov. 16, 1909, Lee Baldwin, Item
big post commanding Btrateglc adand
No.
Fuel
San
$112.80.
six
expense.
20,
Pedro,
delegates.
Item No. 4 (5 items)
prepare the setting of green. It has
245.00
vantages. I know that he is simply $10.00. See item No. 11.
No. 177, C. H. & J., W. D. Crab Repairing road.
No.
two
21,
Otto,
been
delegates.
Item
stated repeatedly that there will
No. 6 (6 items)
412.40
No. 484,
No. 240, July 1, 1910, E. M. Farham,
J. S. McTavish
Road,
No. 22, Nambe, two delegates.
waiting on congress for an army apmaterial.
Labor
and
$83.50.
tree,
two expositions on the
be
Pacific
No.
Item
6, (expenses) . ... 107.45
11.
No.
See
him
to
item
$5.00.
$838.60.
enable
will
No. 23, Rio en Medio,
propriation that
No. 190, C. H. & J., W. D. Crabtwo dele coast In 1915 one at San Francisco
No. 6 (50 per cent sal'rv
75.00
97.
Balance
No. 247, July 1, 1910, M. E. Coates, Item
folio
($400
rebuild Fort Bliss. Senator Warren,
approved,
gates.
tree, $275. Labor and material.
and one at San Diego, but It cannot
Item No. 7, Overpayment
of Wyoming, for private reasons, has $10.00. See Item No. 11.'
No. 24, Kennedy, two delegates.
No. 191, C. H. & J., A. Fober, $70. no approval.)
be stated too frequently that there Is
over account allowed . .. 100.00
No. 485, Road, A. B. Eorella, $150.
No. 248, July 1, 1910, J. S. Macta-made an unjust fight on General Wood
Precinct
conventions
are
primary
Supplies.
to be no rivalry but cooperation. San
Item No.
8, overpayment
road.
and bag been assisted by some of the blsh, $25.00.
called for the 4th day
C. H. & J., Rio Grande Sup-nl- r I
Joya
hereby
of
No.
192.
will have an exposition which
over acount allowed
20.00
No. 486, Road, W. R. Morley, $150, September, 1912, at 2:00 p. m., except Diego
No. 249. July 1, 1910, J. S. Mactanewspapers of the country, who could
Co.. 140. Sunnlies.
will be unique and beautiful and
Item No.
9,
overpayment
not, to save their souls, give a rea- blsh, $5.00.
precincts Nos. 3, 4, 17 and 18 of the which will appeal with
No. 200, C. H. & J., missing not. ual
over account allowed . ...
greater force
10.00
No. 493, Road,
Fred Levitt,
No. 252, July 19, 1910, Hugh Mo- sonable excuse for their antagonism
city of Santa Fe, and primaries are to the
and
people of the
Item No. 10, phone calls . .,
9.90
to the general. They say that he was Keen, $5.00.
hereby called for at last named pre of Central and South southwest,
No. 201, C. H. & J., missing not Kma supervisor.
America.
150.50
No. 507, Road, W. D. Crabtree, $283 cincts for the 6th day of September.
No. 253, July 19, 1910, A. Gutierrez, Item No. 11
created byi Roosevelt, when as a matlocated.
A
FOR
LESSON
SANTA
FE,
Item No. 12
243.00
1912 at 8:00 p. m., to meet at the plater of fact President McKinley was $5.00.
No. 209, C. H. & J., Z. T. Gibbons, Lumber.
"And while discussing San Diego's
Item No. 13
160.00
No. 518, Road, A. B. Baca, $100. ces named below in said precincts.
the man who found Wood, and after
No, 201, Aug. 13, 1910, D. H. Arm
$08.
Cleaning cesspool.
the
during
past few
The following persons are hereby rapid growth
he was found Wood made good.
strong, $10.00.
No. 7272, General, F. Hernandez, Socorro dyke.
years we have over 65,000 people
Total .
as
chairmen
to
Su
call
designated
No.
said
$1,708.45 $11.92.
P.
No. 270. Aug, 31, 1910, B. F. Mo
$24.
Road,
"When he was given a berth in the
Podella,
521,
Services.
now let me emphasize the ImportSUSPENDED ACCOUNTS
precinct conventions to order:
FOR AD
army he proceeded to a careful and Clure, $10.00.
No. 7273, General, Whitney '& Com- pervisor.
No. 1, Pojoaque, by Cecillo Romero, ance of capitalizing climate and hisNo.
Z.
F.
of
No.
In
$500.
Road,
JUSTMENT.
519,
of
it
a'l
Its
Gibbons,
S.
M.
271, Aug. 31, 1910,
Intelligent study
Craig.
pany, $42.75. Ballot boxes.
If Santa Fe is to
torical treasures.
at bis house.
W. D. Crabtree, 100 sacks cement.
branches, with the result that he has $10.00.
No. 7274, General, Socorro Pub. Co., Lemltar and Polvadera road.
No. 2, Tesuque, by Lucas Chaves, at grow, the people of Santa Fe must do
No.
W.
D.
$203,
No. 275, Sept. 19, 1910, D. Gabaldon, delivery not shown, $440.00.
Road,
522,
made good In every position he has
Crabtree,
$110.
what the people of San Diego have
Printing.
school house.
E. H. Sweet .(suspended account).
blank.
occupied. True, the general was
No. 7275, General, Jose Montoya, Lumber Blue Canon road.
No. 3, Santa Fe, by Nicolas Sena, done and are doing. They must let
No. 524, Road, W. D. Crabtree, $300.
No. 293, Dec. 24. 1910, M. Corilla Warant No. 241, $888.65 excepted to $25.
doctor, but a knowledge of medicine
boxes.
ballot
Delivering
the world know about Santa Fe s adat Simon Vigil's.
account excessive charges, amount to
should not and does not Impair his and M. Esplnova. 110.00.
No. 7276, General, Abron Vigil, $24. Roads.
No. 4, Santa Fe, by Fritz Mulier, vantages; they must attract the atNo. 526, Road, C, L. Lindsey, $90.30.
No. 295, Dec. 0, 1910, E. Montoya, be adjusted suspended for further in Making ballots.
ability of an army officer any more
tention of the tourists. Besides atat Justlct of the Peace office.
than a knowledge of languages and $2.50.
vestigation.
Crossing.
Nos. 7270-760their attention, prepare to inNo. 6, Agua Frla
tracting
E.
D.
H. Sweet, (suspended account).
No. 527, Road,
Lopez, $15. Su
mathematics
No. 309, Feb. 9) 1911, Geo. Salome,
the school
prevented
to their
(Inc.) Various, election expense.
No. 6, Cienega, by German Pino, terest them by appealing
invoice
beCrane Co., 1 desk, $02.07: War
$75.00.
teacher, Stonewall Jackson, from
No. 7637, General, Alf. Richardson, pervlsor.
and romantic,
love of the ancient
Su
No.
No.
rant
296. $30.00.
528, Road, E. Gavaldon, $5.
Tvnewritern. $25. Expenses insane person.
No. 314, Feb. 25, 1911, F. L. Ham
ing one of the greatest military genJohn D. Spreckles of San Diego spent
No. 7, Cerrlllos-N- o.
(amount suspended for further Inves
iuses of America, nor any more than mond, $5.00,
No. 7639, General, Rio Grande Imp. pervlsor.
$15,000 on Ramona's Home which now
8, Gallsteo
a knowledge of railroading would preNo. 317, April 10.
M. E. tigation.)
1911,
No. 9, San lldefonso
Co., $500.
is the mecca of tourists to southern
ACCOUNTS
vent a man from being a great finan- Coates, $10.00. See item No. 11.
OVERPAIP.
be a
No. 10, Stanley- No. 7640, General, Rio Grande Imp. NO
California. I think it would
Being net difference between
cier. All of the old line army officNo. 318, April 12, 1911, A. Temer,
No. 11, Golden, by Nick Montoya, good plan to have literature distribac Co., $800.
counts rendered and on file, and war
ers who felt hurt at Wood's promo- $5.00.
SAYS
at school house.
uted at Ramona's Home calling the
(This Is transfer of funds, which
rants as Issued, In payment of such transfer was made in regular man-- !
tion over their neads are today his
No. 89, Jan. 11, 1908, Wm. Lee, $5.
No. 12, Lamy, by Roque Tudesque, tourists attention to Santa Fe which
In arriving at these figures ner.)
friends and admirers, because he Is a
at
3.
No. 104, Feb. 21, 1908, Lee Bald- accounts.
A
dis
school
house.
London, Sept.
complete
they Bhould visit on their way home
it is assumed that the account as filed Nos. 7673, 7710, General various. avowal was given this morning by No. 13, Glorleta, by Lee Williams, to the east or middle west"
big, broad, healthy American; and he win. $10.00. See Item No. 11.
Is El Paso's friend because he admires
the British foreign office ot the so at stihool house.
No. 105, Feb. 25, 1908, M. Gonzales is correct, $179.24.
Colonel Collier is the type of westelection expense.
No. 14, Chlmayo, by Jose Santos ern man who has done things. Bora
IMPBOPER EXPENDITNRE8.
El Paso's grit."
called official announcement that the
$5.00.
CHAPTER 8IX,
Various Items not properlv charzp- Senator Pall went on to say that In
No. 108, April 8, 1908, D. Lopez,
in the high altitude of Colorado an1
Further interesting: disclosures are British government formally would Ortiz, at his house.
able as county expenditures, $27.15.
on the Panama
No. 16, Santa Cruz, by Gregorio breathing ozone from infancy, he has
his opinion plans have been complet- $3.00.
made today In connection with the re- - demand' arbitration
Canul
ed for the enlargement of Fort Bliss
Herrera, at Borregos Hall.
SCHEDULE "A."
question. "The lines of
No. 112, April 10, 1908, V. Chopez,
proved to be what bis friends call a
port of deputy traveling auditor who
No. 16, Upper Santa Cruz, by Jose "human
and that It will be built as soon as the $5.00.
mercantile licenses
the condition of affairs in tlon WDlcn " beIore th British govunaccounted
dynamo", and he was selectLa
now
Cruz
are
at
his
available.
house.
Fresquez,
onH ronontlv moH.i o eminent
annm
ed by the people of San Diego as ths
money for that purpose Is
ueing consiaerea
No. 113, April 16, 1908, S. Lopez, lor, $513.00.
No.
announcement
Santa
of
kind
Less
17,
W.
the
of
E.
by
to
to
Fe,
Griffin,
Relative
his advocacy
one man who could carry the great
E. H. Sweet, adjust report of his findings to Governor W. ?"d any4
recog $10.00.
applied
at Delgado Hall.
nition of belligerency of the rebels In
burden of planning and building ail
C. McDonald.
No. 122. July 10, 1908, J. S. Mac- - ment account, $156.50.
.
.I,
.
No.
fu"
Santa
C.
18,
E.
Less
Burke,!
by
Fe,
the1
Senator
to
Fall
A.
B. Baca, adjust
t,he
applied
std:
Mexico,
The figures published today, are
exposition.
tavlsh, $50.00. See Item No. 11.
out by the foreign at Court House.
statement
-ment account, $21.00.
n
"Senator Bacon of Georgia must No. 123, July 10, 1908, J. S.
.m,nm ,.(. ,
office in reply to requests for detn s
No. 19, Madrid.
Total,
rove understood my purpose in seek$177.50.
$5.00.
port on of which schedule was pub- as to
IN
the reported demand for arbi- - No. 20, San Pedro
Balance unaccounted for, $335.50.
llshed Saturday night.
No. 124. July 21, 1908, Cleta Roing to have the belligerency of Orozco
No. 21, Otto
tration
STRIKE
SCHEDULE "A1.
Is
one
recognized. In that case our govern- mero, $2.50.
cited
Items
today,
Among the
c Se)t. 3No Iess No. 22, Nambe, by Miguel Herrera,
ment could have held both sides of
Liquor licenses unaccounted for. ot $212 paid the highly Important da y Washigton. D,
Charleston, W. Vs., Sept. 3. MarNo. 144, Oct.
Ward &
9, 1908,
tkan tnree ,eparHte and d8t(nct lneB
his store.
tial law has been proclaimed In the
$1,812.00.
Mexico responsible for their acts. Sheldon, $10.00.
of delivering ballot boxes and which, of action are
Rio
No.
Medio
t0
BrUlsh
tl)e
en
23,
goy.
open
Loss applied to A. B. Baca,
coal strike district along Cabin Creek,
There would really have been no esadjust in his comment, the auditor says he ' .nnMmt In aealng w)th tne pr0Dlem
No. 146, Oct. 24, 1908, C. M. Cross-maNo. 24, Kennedy, by Xoberto To
ment account, $401.00.
The move was precipitated by the detablished government in Mexico and
considers out of proportion to the
the
of the Panama rres, at school house.
$5.00.
by
pa88lng
Loss applied to G. E. Sanchez, art. vice rendered.
struction of railroad property by the
an invasion
for the protection of
At such a pro rata, canai tolls act
All persons, regardless of past party
No. 150. Dec. 15, 1908, Geo. Abousle-man-,
Justment
miners, who tore up tracks
American lives and property would
1302.00. Total. Socorro county, could not afford many
account,
Taft has indicated that at Chicago on the 5th day of August, striking
President
blank.
to stop the shipment at
in an
$703.00,
have been made easy. Owing to the
elections.
one method was to include In the act
No. 157, Dec. 21, 1908, Geo. E. Cook,
who believe In the prin coal. attempt
Iflllatlons,
I
a
Balance unaccounted for, $1,109.00.
can Bay
good $10.00.
In this list also, appears the con- a paragraph
position I occupy
to ciples of the Progressive Party, as
Jurisdiction
giving
In this balance Is included the li stable and
There are more than 5,000 of the
many things to you as an individual
"emissary" fees of which American courts to pahs upon Whether contained in the platform adopted by
No. 158, Dec. 21, 1908, Sam Lung,
cense of J. E. Miera, $101.00, which reference was made In a prior portion the act constituted a discrimination the National
all of whom are declared to
'
that I cannot say for publication."
Convention strikers,
$5.00.
Progressive
be armed with rifles.
Mr. MIera advises was paid E. H. of the auditor's report and publish- against British
Senator Fall then proceeded to give
shipping, in violation at Chicago on the th day of August.
No. 102, Jan. 4, 1909, F. K. Cook,
The express office at Cabin Creek
Sweet In cash.
the Times man some Inside history on
ed In the New Mexican. Every item of the
1912, are cordially Invited to attend
treaty.
Fixed amount for adjustment.
He said he $2.50.
the Madero revolution.
Another way would be to allow such precinct primaries and take was broken into early today and boxes
15.. should be carefully read since the
No. 1C4, Jan. 19, 1909, W. H. Spack-maof ammunition and rifles were broken
911.97.
believed It was engineered by Standfacts herein presented, are of vital In any British ship owner to test under part therein.
$10.00.
This does not include all items sus terest to every tax payer and In the existing law, before any United States
ard Oil; that he knew fhe day and
In precincts where chairman are open by the Btrlkers, but before they
No. 165, Jan. 19, 1909, W. H. Spack-man- ,
pended for further investigation, In- light of coming disclosures In other court, his right to use the canal un- not named, the people
will select could get away with them the mllltla
place the money was put up and that
$10.00.
cludes items wherein action t6 de- counties, they show
put in an appearance and captured
while President Taft did not know It,
the method der the treaty on terms of equality chairman of their own choice.
No. 108, March 10, 1909, A. Corella,
termine liability is recommended.
that 20,000 $2.50.
his brother did know
MIGUEL A. OTERO, , the loot.
whereby the old regime expended the with American ship owners. ChairTwo machine guns, 15,000 rounds ot
man Adamson of the House commitThose Items that are overpayments tax payers money.
troops were mobilized for this border
Chairman of State Progressive
No. 169, March 13, 1909, J. Demp-secomare primarily the liability of the for
ammunition, and more than a hunto put Diaz out of Mexico; that the
In connection tee on interstate and foreign
recalled
will
be
It
Committee.
$5.00.
merce
dred rifles, consigned to a coal commer probate clerk, he being
senators have deInformation had been communicated
W. PRICHARD,
rosponsi- - with the constable fees, tuat the au clared and Itmany
No. 170, March 19, 1909, Lee Gald-wlpany, were confiscated.
that British rights have been
tor the errors.
to Diaz and that was why he left
oie
or
that
constables
ditor
such
stated
State
of
Secretary
No.
Progressive
11.
$10.00. See Item
All wires from the strike zone, have
As a happy contrast to the condi alleged constables as he could find, Infringed there already was a remedy
Mexico.
Committee.
'
No. 171, March 19, 1909, F. Luna,
been cut and communication between
tion of affairs found in other countv told him they never got the money, in the statutes.
"My real purpose In advocating the $5.00.
The last avenue Is relief through
the various military posts Is
offices in Socorro county,
recognition of Orozco's belligerency,"
C.
B.
according never served as constables and did
No. 172, March 19, 1909,
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ca., has used
said the senator, "was to save Mexico
io ine auaitors report by Mr. Gull- - not know anything about the trans- arbitration although ninny publicists
5.00.
have held that owing to changes of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
foil to Governor W. C. McDonald,
from the grasp of the big inte'ests Martin,
is actions.
No. 177, April 8, 1909, E. D. Mcyears, and says she always recomhis statement that he found the books
that now coritrol the United States
the entire disclosure, sovereignty over the canal zone and mends It to
Throughout
$10.00.
her friends. "It never WILSON
other
events developed since the
Of J. E. Torres, county treasurer of the guiding hand of the former pro-hat- e
and Nicaragua. I want the people to intosh,
No. 178, April 8, 1909,
Carthage bocorro
Great Britain has falls to cure our coughs and colds
treaty,
SPEECH
the
in
E.
Howard
Hon.
get something out of the development Merc.
county
excellent
Sweet, no
clerk,
shape.
Co., $10.00. See Item No. 11.
actual right to demand arbitration. and prevents croup. We have five
One Item of about $100 was excepted Is seen.
New York, Sept. 3. Greatly pleasof the rich resources of Mexico a;id
,
children
and
1909, A. H. Hilton,
them
No,
April
184,
24,
always
give
Foley's
to by the auditor, but the treasurer These are the figures:
ed with his reception in western
every day's delay In settling the trou- $10.00.
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, New
No. 86, General, E. H. Sweet, Treas.,
York, Governor Wilson returned
ble in that country Is playing Into the
agreed promptly to a repayment of
BOMB
and they are all soon well. We would
No. 187, May
4, 1909,
Mogollon
same on demand.
to New York today from Buffalo and
Rio Grande imp.
$400.
hands of Morgan and his associates.
not
be
In
See Item No. 11.
without
our
For
Merc. Co., $10.00.
it
house."
CAUSED
Today's portion of the reDort in.
passed on to Trenton, to transact,
(See comment.)
"Already Aldrich controls the rubsale by all druggists.
No. 189, May 21, 1909, O. W. Kfhg,
eludes the Information that the destate business.
No. 87, General, G. E. Sanchez,
The governor said
New York, Sept. 3. Several hunber interests of Mexico and Standard
$5.00.
Pea-sons
he regarded his speeches In Buffalo,
dred persons who were going home
Oil is close nn the trnil of the
linquent taxes of H. O. Bursum for a $111.72. Approved account.
No. 190, May 21, 1909, L. H. Sentlff,
not
the one at the evening
number of years never had been adNo. 88, General, G. E. Sanchez, from a theatre shortly after midnight
and others. , Mr. Madero Is
PINCHED especially
$10.00.
mass meeting as "setting the stage
vertised. It is followed with Schedule $592.96. Feed of prisoners.
had a narrow escape from death when
the willing and Intentional tool of any
No. 191, May 21, 1909, A. Winkler,
HIS
for the campaign," and his "first DO'
B' previously referred to In these (Both allowed
as $111.70 and a "black hand" bomb exploded before
of these people, but his administration
$10.00.
columns which contains a
litical address." He was also please!
at the door of an Italian
See comment.)
their
Is In a critical condition and necessity
$481.25.
eyes
RiS.
startling
June
No. 201,
25, 1909, Rev.
list of warrants
IChicago, VI., Sept. 3. Mrs. Ruth he said, with the manner In which
barber Bhop on 125th street.
No. 90,
E. H.
is always a stern, relentless master.
Sweet,
General,
disbursing
county
vera, $5.00.
aniunas, although there exists no record $107.45. Stamps, etc.
"Our men own everything worth
They probably owe their safety to MBride caused the arrest ot her the crowdB applauded hla speech
No. 202, June 25, 1909, M. Armljo,
Inof their having been approved.
a husband, Burton McBrlde, a traveling alyzing the third party platform. His
($257.45 allowed, but not paid for the bravery of Patrick, Delaney,
having In Nicaragua and we have
The
$5.00.
lack of funds.
report says:
tervention there without act of conteamster, who was passing the door- salesman, on a charge of wife and attitude toward the third party, ho
Page 79.)
No. 212, July 9, 1909, A. E. Gon
The accounts of this official were
and child abandonment and then regret- said, Is that the social reforms proNo. 93, General, E. H. Sweet, $205. way of the little
barbershop,
gress, and If the Interests get .what zales, $5.00.
henrd the sizzling of the fuse. De- ted her action to such an extent that posed by Its platform are admirabw
carefully audited and it is a pleasure
(Allowed page 84, as $130.)
they are after In Mexico we will have
No. 211, Aug. 9, 1909, Wm. Barrow- - to
comment on their neatness and the
No. 94, General, M. Baca, $75. Fifty laney knew, without thinking
twice, she sat in front of his cell for 48 but their "method of performance is
Intervention there.
dale, $10.00.
was a bomb. He flung up IiIb hours at a south side police station, impossible."
In which these per cent of salary.
that
it
condition
general
"One thing certain Is that peace
good
No. 215, Aug. 28, 1909,
Harris & accounts
in
hands end yelled at those passing to leaving her vigil only to carry his
were maintained. During
and order must be established
(See comment.)
meals from a nearby restaurant.
$5.00.
She
the year, 1911, the records show the
NOT
No. 95, General, G. E. Sanchez, stand back. As the crowd retreated
Mexico very quickly. The feeling of Tipton,
was compelled to quit "her post last WOOD PLEADS
No. 210, Aug. 28, 1909, V. Chopez,
accounts of the treasurer over paid $133. Fifty per cent of account.
GUILTY WHEN ARRAIGNED.
Delnney ran across the street. The
the people of the United States Is
from exhaustion but she told
night
$10.00.
the maximum salary of $4,000.00 alNo. 98, General, F. B. White, $107.50. next moment there was a roar and the
Boston, Mass., Sept. 3. William
growing Intense on that point. We
the police she would return today.
Totnl, $513.00.
lowed by law in
M. Wood, president of the American
the amount of Machine.
big window of the barber shop fell
are getting ready to open the Pana"A1."
SCHEDULE
one
No
was
$107.89. This condition was brought
Woolen Company, pleaded not guilty
No. 128, General, J. E. Griffith, $150. Into the street.
Injured.
ma canal and our people realize that
in the superior court today to an InThe police say the barber has been COTTON REPORT CAUSES
'if they are to derive any benefit from Liquor licenses Issued no record to the attention of former Treasurer Salary.
en- of remittance
ON
EXCITEMENT
for
miiBt
treasurer
Torres
STREET.
letters
to
and
for
dictment charging him with conspirhe signified his willingcovering
No. 222, General, Z. F. Gibbons, the target
threatening
that great enterprise they
ness to repay this amount when call $212. Delivering ballot boxes.
many years. His child, a 12 year old
ing to distribute dynamite in Lawforce order In Mexico. Mexico Is our same:
several months
No. 818, June 1, 1909, Pat N. Yunk- - ed upon to do so.
No. 224, General, E. H. Sweet, $345. boy, was kidnaped
New York, Sept. 3. The govern- rence during the textile strike In tho
neighbor and we like her, and because
With reference to the publication of Salary, etc.
ago, but was returned mysteriously ment's cotton report, published
at city last winter.
she Is weak we have been patient, but er, $101.00. See item A. B. Baca.
No. 821, June 18, 1909, A. Torres, delinquent taxes, while this feature
(Entered folio 109, no amount after a hunt that lasted for six weeks. noon today, was both preceded and
unless the Mexicans get busy and esin this account was given unusual at- shown.)
followed by sensational activity and
A really effective kidney and bladtablish order in their country the $201.00. See item G, E, Sanches.
McGee, tention, your auditor begs to report
No. 824, July 1, 1909,
No. 233, General, E. Zimmerley, $32.
The Implicit confidence that many excitement In the local market. A der medicine must first stop the proUnited States will bo forced to take
that the taxes of Holm1. O. Bursum Delivering ballot boxes.
$101.00.
action."
people have In Chamberlain's Colic, general covering movement develop- gress of the disease and then cure th
No. 825, July 7, 1909, J. Bronchi, for the years 1900, 1907, 1908, 1909,
No. 263, General, Crane
&
Co., Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy Is ed at the opening owing to reports conditions that cause It. Use Foley
1910 and 1911
founded on the experience In the use that cotton crop prospects were de- Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad$201.00.
being unpaid $30.43. Supplies.
If you knew of the real value of No. 831, July 12, 1909, L. L, C. Lo and delinquent although
were not published or
No. 271, General, E. H. Sweet.
of that remedy and their knowledge teriorating rapidly as a result of dry, der troubles and urinary Irregularifor lame
Liniment
Chamberlain's
advertised In the manner as Is prereliable.
cures of hot weather, and prices sold about ties.
of the many remarkable
Stubs show $450.
pez, $201.00.
They are Bafe and
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
The present TreasNo. 9, Feb, 14, 1910, J. E. MIera. scribed by law.
Warrant show $389.
colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that $2 per bale above the closing level of They help quickly and permanently.
and rhoumatlo pains, you would never
urer
E.
H. Sweet
It has effected. For sale by all deal- last Friday before the government re- In the yellow package. For sale by
Montoya is advised of this fact
$101.00.
Says paid
App. folio 115 $345,
wish to be without it. For sale by all
and will Include in the next current
all druggists.
No. 272, General, B. Olguln, $10.60. ers.
"cash."
port was Issued.
(dealers,
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manner.
H. Webster, Jr., of the along In his accustomed
sold to Chicago parties, Iluton Reporter,
at
forty-aovoLOOKING FINE,
acres of apple orchard,
a consideration of $.100 per acre. ' i There Is an abundance of fine grass
UNION O. K.
the
to
of
The
Chicago
orchurd
sold
to
the
ull
0n
ranges and water is plentl-partle- s
Ye editor, during his recent trip
Rubbing with Hnimcntd, blistering- the affected part3, the application
was three years old and con- - fui
Prices are the best ever. Cat- - rlimra
niior mmm nf etern.il treatment, nre usually helpful in re
central Illinois, returned to Clayton
The trees
are dolng especially well In the fjevjn(, the pins and aches of Rheumatism. But such treatment does not
rnalliliii that Villon county. New sisted ot several varieties,
In th I wilt be In bearing next year wiren iu
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after he has bought a car. Lords- - gress. The Utile amendment has had Brett, with George Eversole and his
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burg Liberal.
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.
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver

T11,v ,CDTC.
.,.,:

""""""'" ".,,

u7-

Rio Grande

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
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